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1 IntroductionIn the past few years people working in the area of process algebra have started toextend process theories such as CCS, CSP, and ACP with, for instance, real-time orprobabilistics. A natural question is whether or not such an extension is somehow re-lated with its subtheory, for instance, whether or not the extension is conservative insome sense. If we add new operators or rules to a particular transition system it wouldbe nice to know whether or not provable transitions of a term in the original systemare the same as those in the extended system for that term; we will call this propertyoperational conservativity (cf. [GV92]). Or, if we extend an axiomatical framework withnew operators, equations, or inequalities it would be interesting to know whether ornot a theorem (for instance, an equality or an inequality) in the extended frameworkover original closed terms can also be derived in the original framework. When nonew theorems over closed terms in the original framework are provable from the exten-sion, we call the extension an algebraic conservative extension. This is a well-knownproperty under the name of conservativity; we just added the adjective `algebraic' toprevent possible confusion with the operational variant. In particular we say equa-tional or inequational conservative extension when the involved algebraic frameworksare, respectively, equational or inequational speci�cations.A frequently used method to prove that an algebraic theory is a conservative ex-tension of a subtheory is term rewriting analysis. In process algebra such an analysisis often very complex because the rewriting system associated with a process algebraseems to need term rewriting techniques modulo the equations without a clear direc-tion (such as commutativity of the choice). Moreover, these term rewriting systemsgenerally have undesirable properties making a term rewriting analysis a complex toolfor conservativity. Such term rewriting systems are not regular, which implies thatconuence (modulo some equations) is not straightforward and we note that the termrewriting relation induced by the rewrite rules does not necessarily commute with theequality induced by the algebraic system, which means that termination modulo theseequations is not at all easy to prove. Let us briey mention two examples to make theproblems a bit more concrete. Bergstra and Klop [BK84] claim that for the conuencemodulo some equations of their term rewriting system, they need to check �400 cases(which they left to the reader as an exercise). Jouannaud communicated to us that,in general, it is very hard (and unreliable) to make such exercises by hand but theycan possibly be checked by computer. Our second example originates from Akkermanand Baeten [AB90]. They show that a fragment of ACP with the branching � is bothterminating and conuent modulo associativity and commutativity of the alternativecomposition. Akkerman told us that it is not clear to him how this result could alsobe established for the whole system and thus yielding a conservativity result. However,according to Baeten it is not a problem to establish these results; needless to say thattheir term rewriting analysis is rather complicated.To bypass the abovementioned problems involving term rewriting, we propose analternative method to prove conservativity. We provide a general theorem with reason-2



able and easy-to-check conditions giving us immediately the operational and algebraicconservativity in many cases. For instance, with our results, the conservativity of theabovementioned systems with problematic term rewriting properties is peanuts. Theidea is that we transfer the question of algebraic conservativity to that of operationalconservativity rather than to perform a term rewriting analysis. The only thing thatremains to be done in order to prove the operational conservativity is to check oursimple conditions for the operational rules. For the algebraic conservativity we more-over demand completeness of the subtheory and soundness of its extension. Theseconditions are in our opinion reasonable, because relations between algebraic theoriesonly become important if the theories themselves satisfy such well-established basicrequirements. Moreover, our result works for a large class of theories, which is certainlynot the case with a term rewriting analysis. All this implies that we give a semanti-cal proof of conservativity, which might be seen as a drawback since a term rewritinganalysis often is model independent (but see Bergstra and Klop [BK85], Fokkink andZantema [FZ94], Zantema [Zan95] for semantical term rewriting analyses). However,since the paper of Plotkin [Plo81], the use of labelled transition systems as a modelfor operational semantics of process theories is widespread; so virtually every processtheory has an operational semantics of this kind. Moreover, our algebraic conservativ-ity result holds for all semantical preorders {thus, also equivalences{ that are de�nableexclusively in terms of transition relations. We recall some examples of semanticalpreorders and equivalences which are de�nable in terms of relation and predicate sym-bols only to show that our conditions are quite general. Examples of equivalencesare trace equivalence, failure equivalence, simulation equivalence, strong bisimulationequivalence, weak bisimulation equivalence, branching bisimulation equivalence, therooted variants of the last two equivalences, etc. We refer to van Glabbeek's lineartime { branching time spectra [Gla90] and [Gla93] for more information on these equiv-alences. In [Gla90] and [Gla93], references to the origins (and use) of these semanticscan be found. Equivalences for true concurrency were also de�ned in that way, forinstance, step bisimulation [NT84, BB93] and pomset bisimulation [BC88]. Examplesof preorders are simulation, n-nested simulations [GV92], ready simulation [BIM95],the preorder for the degree of parallelism based on pomset bisimulation of [Ace91], the\more distributed than" preorders of [Cas93] and [Yan93], the preorder for unstablenondeterminism of [VB96] and the preorders of bisimulation with divergence of [Abr87]and [Wal90].As a result we now can prove conservativity without using the conuence prop-erty. However, it is widely recognised that conuence itself is an important property,for instance, for computational or implementational purposes. So, at this point thequestion arises: \Why bother about such a general conservative extension theorem ifwe still have to prove conuence for each particular system and get the conservativityas a by-product?" The answer is that once we have the conservativity we can consid-erably reduce the complexity of the ground conuence as a by-product. We prove ageneral reduction theorem stating that in many cases a conservative extension is groundChurch-Rosser modulo some equations if the basic system already has this property.3



For instance, the 400 cases of Bergstra and Klop [BK84] reduce to a term rewritinganalysis with only �ve rewrite rules and two equations. We should note, however, thatthey prove (modulo 400 cases!) the conuence for open terms (although they onlyneed the closed case), whereas our reduction theorem gives the closed case only. Infact, we show that conservativity and ground Church-Rosser are, in some sense, equallyexpressive properties.Another advantage of our approach is that it also works for process algebras withreally bad term rewriting properties, such as process algebras containing the three � lawsof Milner, where the term rewriting approach breaks down; see, e.g., [BK85]. We willtreat these examples in this paper.Now that we have given some motivation for this paper we discuss its organisation.In section 2 we recall some general SOS de�nitions of Verhoef [Ver95] and in section 3we recall some concepts of algebraic systems. We provide a running example to eluci-date the abstract notions. In section 4 we formally de�ne the notions of operationaland algebraic conservativity. Then we prove a general operational conservativity the-orem, a general inequational conservativity theorem and a simple corollary concerningcompleteness. Also here we provide our running example. In the next section we recallsome basic term rewriting terminology to prove the abovementioned reduction theoremon the ground Church-Rosser property modulo some equations. In section 6 we givethe reader an idea of the applicability of our general theorems. Surprisingly, we couldnot �nd any conservativity result in the literature for which our conservativity theoremcould not be applied, as well. The last section contains concluding remarks.1.1 Related workIn this subsection we briey mention related work. Nicollin and Sifakis [NS91] proveconservativity|in some particular cases|using the same general approach as we pro-pose in this paper, namely a semantical approach. We will discuss their conservativityresults (and new results) in section 6. The notion that we call in this paper operationalconservativity originates from Groote and Vaandrager [GV92] under the name conser-vativity. In Groote [Gro93], Bol and Groote [BG91], and Fokkink and Verhoef [FV95]this notion also appears. In all these papers this notion is used for a di�erent pur-pose than ours. Aceto, Bloom and Vaandrager [ABV92] introduce a so-called disjointextension, which is a more restricted form of an operational conservative extension;they need this restriction for technical reasons. They present an algorithm generatinga sound and complete axiomatisation if the operational rules satisfy certain criteria.Bosscher [Bos94] studied term rewriting properties of such axiomatisations by lookingat the form of the operational rules.
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2 Some general SOS de�nitionsIn this section we briey recall some notions concerning general SOS theory that we willneed later on in Section 4. We follow Verhoef [Ver95] since this paper gives the mostgeneral setting. To elucidate the formal notions we intersperse them with a runningexample.We assume that we have an in�nite set V of variables with typical elements x; y; z; : : : .A (single sorted) signature � is a set of function symbols together with their arity. Ifthe arity of a function symbol f 2 � is zero we say that f is a constant symbol . Thenotion of a term (over �) is de�ned as usual: x 2 V is a term; if t1; : : : ; tn are termsand if f 2 � is n-ary then f(t1; : : : ; tn) is a term. A term is also called an open term;if it contains no variables we call it closed . We denote the set of closed terms by C(�)and the set of (open) terms by O(�). We also want to speak about variables occurringin terms: let t 2 O(�) then var(t) � V is the set of variables occurring in t.A substitution � is a map from the set of variables into the set of terms over a givensignature. This map can easily be extended to the set of all terms by substituting foreach variable occurring in an open term its �-image.De�nition 2.1 A term deduction system is a structure (�; D) with � a signature andDa set of deduction rules. The set D = D(Tp; Tr) is parameterised with two sets, whichare called (following usual process algebra terminology) respectively the set of predicatesymbols and the set of relation symbols. Let s; t; u 2 O(�), P 2 Tp, and R 2 Tr. Wecall expressions Ps;:Ps, tRu, and t:R formulas. We call the formulas Ps and tRupositive and :Ps and t:R negative1. If S is a set of formulas we write PF(S) for thesubset of positive formulas of S and NF(S) for the subset of negative formulas of S.A deduction rule d 2 D has the formHCwith H a set of formulas and C a positive formula; we will also use the notation H=C.We call the elements of H the hypotheses of d and we call the formula C the conclusionof d. If the set of hypotheses of a deduction rule is empty we call such a rule an axiom.We denote an axiom simply by its conclusion provided that no confusion can arise. Thenotions \substitution", \var", and \closed" extend to formulas and deduction rules asexpected. Note that the overload of the symbol C in C(�) and H=C is harmless.Let d = H=C a deduction rule with C = Ps or C = sRs0. Let X = var(s) and letY = Sfvar(t0)j tRt0 2 Hg. If var(d) = X [ Y we call d pure. A term deduction systemis called pure if all its rules are pure. 2Note that arbitrary many premises are allowed in the set of hypotheses of a deductionrule. This generality is useful, for instance, in real-time process algebras where it is verynatural to have continuously many premises (see [MT90, Yi90, Klu93].)1The idea behind t:R is that there is no term s such that tRs. We chose this notation amongothers like :tR, :Rt, or :(tR) since it seems to be the most accurate one.5



Example 2.2 As a running example, we present the operational semantics of the pro-cess algebra with parallel composition PA [BK84, BW90] and the basic process algebrawith relative discrete time: BPAdt [BB92]. We will consider separately BPA (basic pro-cess algebra), MRG, a module that de�nes parallel processes without communicationand DT, which is an extension to discrete timed processes.The signature of BPA contains constants a of a set A of atomic actions, alternativecomposition, denoted +, and sequential composition (�). The signature of MRG (formerge) contains parallel composition ormerge (jj) and the left merge (jj ). The signatureof DT contains +, � and the discrete time unit delay (�d).It is easy to see that the signatures of BPA, MRG, and DT with their operationalrules in Table 1 form term deduction systems. These term deduction systems haverelations a�! for all a 2 A, a relation ��! with � =2 A and predicates a�!p forall a 2 A. The intended interpretation of x a�!x0 is that a process x may execute anaction a and evolve into x0. The meaning of x a�!p is that x terminates successfullyafter the execution of a. With x ��! x0 we mean that a process x evolves into x0 byletting a time unit pass. We write x 6��! instead of x: ��!.Our running examples are the combination of BPA with either MRG or DT. The sig-nature of the term deduction system PA is the union of signature of BPA and MRG. Theoperational rules are those of BPA and MRG combined. Similarly, the term deductionsystem BPAdt is obtained by combining BPA and DT. It is easy to check that PA andBPAdt are indeed term deduction systems. We will later on use them to demonstrateour results. 2(i) a a�!p x a�!x0x � y a�!x0 � y x a�!px � y a�!yx a�!x0x+ y a�!x0y + x a�!x0 x a�!px + y a�!py + x a�!p(ii) (iii)x a�!x0xjjy a�!x0jjyyjjx a�!yjjx0 x a�!x0xjj y a�!x0jjy �d(x) ��!x x ��!x0 y ��!y0x + y ��!x0 + y0x a�!pxjjy a�!yyjjx a�!y x a�!pxjj y a�!y x ��!x0x � y ��!x0 � y x ��!x0 y 6��!x + y ��!x0y + x ��!x0Table 1: Operational rules for BPA, MRG and DT6



De�nition 2.3 Let T be a term deduction system. Let F (T ) be the set of all closedformulas over T . We denote the set of all positive formulas over T by PF(T ) and thenegative formulas by NF(T ). Let X � PF(T ). We de�ne when a formula ' 2 F (T )holds in X; notation X ` '.X ` sRt if sRt 2 X;X ` Ps if Ps 2 X;X ` s:R if 8t 2 C(�) : sRt =2 X;X ` :Ps if Ps =2 X: 2The purpose of a term deduction system is to de�ne a set of positive formulas thatcan be deduced using the deduction rules. For instance, if the term deduction systemis a transition system speci�cation then a transition relation is such a set. For termdeduction systems without negative formulas this set comprises all the formulas thatcan be proved by a well-founded proof tree. If we allow negative formulas in the premisesof a deduction rule it is no longer obvious which set of positive formulas can be deducedusing the deduction rules. Bloom, Istrail, and Meyer [BIM88, BIM95] formulate that atransition relation must agree with a transition system speci�cation. We will use theirnotion; it is only adapted to incorporate predicates.De�nition 2.4 Let T = (�; D) be a term deduction system and let X � PF(T ) be aset of positive closed formulas. We say that X agrees with T if for every formula ' 2 Xwe have that there is a deduction rule instantiated with a closed substitution such thatthe instantiated conclusion equals ' and all the instantiated hypotheses hold in X, andvice versa. More formally: X agrees with T if' 2 X () 9H=C 2 D; � : V ! C(�) : �(C) = '; 8h 2 H : X ` �(h): 2There are several ways to give meaning to a set of formulas that agree with agiven term deduction system. In [Gla95] an elaborate study on the meaning of negativepremises is given reviewing known interpretations and discussing new ones. We mentionthe uniqueness approach of [BIM95], the strati�cation techniques described in [Gro93],the reduction techniques of [BG91], and the complete models of [Gla95]. In this paperwe focus on applications instead of theory so we choose to work with a technique thatis easily applicable: the strati�cation technique described in [Gro93]. We note that ourresults are also valid for more general models such as stable ones [Gla95]. We refer theinterested reader to [FV95] for details.De�nition 2.5 Let T = (�; D) be a term deduction system. A mapping S : PF(T )!� for an ordinal � is called a strati�cation for T if for all deduction rules H=C 2 D andclosed substitutions � the following conditions hold:7



1. for all h 2 PF(H), S(�(h)) � S(�(C));2. for all s:R 2 NF(H) and for all t 2 C(�), S(�(sRt)) < S(�(C));3. for all :Ps 2 NF(H), S(�(Ps)) < S(�(C)).We call a term deduction system strati�able if there exists a strati�cation for it. 2Example 2.6 When dealing with GSOS languages [BIM95], a strati�cation is obtainedjust by measuring the complexity of a positive formula in terms of counting a particularsymbol occurring in the conclusion of a rule with negative antecedents. This does nothold in general for any term deduction system but can be adopted as a rule of thumb. Inour case, for BPA and PA the strati�cations are trivial since they have no negative rule.We can see in Table 1 that BPAdt has only one rule with a negative antecedent. In itsconclusion we �nd the function symbol +. Let t be a closed term with n occurrences ofthis symbol. Then the map S(t ��! t0) = n is a strati�cation (t0 is a closed term). Thismeans that the term deduction system BPAdt makes sense. Informally speaking thismeans that the transition relations and the predicates are de�ned by the operationalrules. 2Next, we assign to a term deduction system a (regular) ordinal that expresses auniform upper bound of the number of premises in the deduction rules. We use thisupper bound for proof-technical reasons.De�nition 2.7 Let V be a set. If 0 � jV j < @0 we de�ne the degree of V , denotedd(V ), to be !0. If jV j = @� for an ordinal � � 0, we de�ne d(V ) = !�+1.Let T = (�; D) be a term deduction system. The degree d(H=C) of a deductionrule H=C 2 D is the degree of its set of positive premises: d(H=C) = d(PF(H)).Let !� = supfd(H=C)j H=C 2 Dg. The degree d(T ) of a term deduction system Tis !0 if � = 0 and !�+1 otherwise. 2Example 2.8 The reader can see that for every rule H=C in Table 1, jPF(H)j � 2.Thus, d(H=C) = !0, which implies that the degree of every term deduction system inour example is !0. In particular, d(BPA) = d(PA) = d(BPAdt) = !0. 2Next, we will de�ne a set of positive formulas from which we will show that it agreeswith a given term deduction system.De�nition 2.9 Let T = (�; D) be a term deduction system and let S : PF(T ) ! �be a strati�cation for an ordinal number �. We de�ne a set TS � PF(T ) as follows.TS = [i<�Ti; Ti = [j<d(T )Ti;j:We will need unions over Ti and Ti;j in proofs; so, we introduce the following notationsUi = [i0<iTi0 (i � �); Ui;j = [j0<j Ti;j0 (j � d(T )):8



Now we de�ne for all i < � and for all j < d(T ) the set Ti;j:Ti;j = n' j S(') = i; 9H=C 2 D and � : V ! C(�) with �(C) = ';8 h 2 PF(H) : Ui;j [ Ui ` �(h) and 8 h 2 NF(H) : Ui ` �(h)o: 2Example 2.10 We will elucidate the above de�nition by calculating a speci�c set TS.The example is taken from [Ver95] and is based on an example of [Gro93]. Consider theterm deduction system T with only a constant c in the signature, and rules :Pnc=Pn+2cand :P2nc=P0c with n � 0. Then S : PF(T ) ! 2!0 de�ned as S(P2nc) = ! + nand S(P2n+1c) = n is a strati�cation for T . Moreover d(T ) = !0. Now, we calculateTS. Since there are no positive premises we have that Ti;0 = Ti;j for all j < d(T ). SoTi = Ti;0. It is not hard to verify that for all n � 0 we have T2n = T!0+2n+1 = ;, T2n+1 =fP4n+3cg, and T!0+2n = fP4ncg. So we �nd that TS = fP0c; P3c; P4c; P7c; P8c; P11c; : : :g.2The next theorem is taken from Verhoef [Ver95] but its proof is essentially the sameas a similar theorem due to Groote [Gro93].Theorem 2.11 Let T = (�; D) be a term deduction system and let S : PF(T ) ! �be a strati�cation for an ordinal number �. Then TS agrees with T . If S 0 is also astrati�cation for T then TS = TS0. That is, every strati�able term deduction system hasa unique set of formulas obtained as in De�nition 2.9 that agrees with it.Example 2.12 Since the term deduction systems of our running example are strati�-able it follows from the above theorem that the rules of BPA, PA, and BPAdt determinea transition relation (with predicates) on closed terms. 2De�nition 2.13 Let T = (�; D) be a term deduction system and let F be a setof formulas. The variable dependency graph of F is a directed graph with variablesoccurring in F as its nodes. The edge x ! y is an edge of the variable dependencygraph if and only if there is a positive relation tRs 2 F with x 2 var(t) and y 2 var(s).The set F is called well-founded if every backward chain of edges in its variabledependency graph is �nite. A deduction rule is called well-founded if its set of hypothe-ses is so. A term deduction system is called well-founded if all its deduction rules arewell-founded. 2Example 2.14 It is easy to see that the rules of our running examples are well-founded.2
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3 Some concepts of algebraic systemsWe want to formulate a general theorem in which both equational speci�cations andinequational speci�cations play a crucial role. For completeness sake we will, therefore,recall the necessary notions in this section. We mainly follow [Gil76]; an alternativeapproach can be found in [Wec92, Hen88].Next, we de�ne the notion of an algebraic system, or abstract algebra. It will turnout that both equational and inequational systems are special cases of an algebraicsystem.De�nition 3.1 An algebraic system (or abstract algebra) is a structure (�;A;P) where� is a signature, P � O(�) � O(�) is a set of predicates, and A is a set of axiomshaving the form fpi(si; ti)ji 2 Ig ) p(s; t) where I is a �nite set, s; t; si; ti 2 O(�)and p; pi 2 P. We call the set fpi(si; ti)ji 2 Ig the conditions. If the set of conditionsis empty we write p(s; t) instead of ; ) p(s; t). Note that the overload of the wordpredicate with that of de�nition 2.1 is harmless. 2The predicate symbols in algebraic systems are most often relations such as equalityor, in our case, inequality. Next, we axiomatise the most common properties of suchpredicates.De�nition 3.2 Let (�;A;P) where � be an algebraic system. Let p 2 P, f 2 � ben-ary, and x; y; z; xi; yi 2 V then,� if p(x; x) 2 A we say that p is reexive;� if fp(x; y)g ) p(y; x) 2 A we say that p is symmetric;� if fp(x; y); p(y; z)g ) p(x; z) 2 A we say that p is transitive;� if p is both reexive, symmetric, and transitive, we say that p is an equivalence;and� if fp(x1; y1); : : : ; p(xn; yn)g ) p(f(x1; : : : ; xn); f(y1; : : : ; yn)) 2 A we say that ppreserves f .We refer to the �rst axiom as the axiom of reexivity and to the others likewise. Werefer to some or all of the above axioms loosely as the special axioms. 2Now we are able to give precise de�nitions of equational and inequational speci�ca-tions.De�nition 3.3 An inequational speci�cation is an algebraic system with a single pred-icate that is reexive, transitive and preserves all functions in the signature. An equa-tional speci�cation is an inequational speci�cation such that its predicate is also sym-metric. 210



From now on we will tacitly assume the presence of the axioms of reexivity, transi-tivity, and preservation of functions in the inequational speci�cations, and in additionsymmetry in the equational speci�cations that we will discuss in the examples andapplications.Example 3.4 Now we give a few examples of equational speci�cations and inequationalones. We present some axioms and inequalities that �t our running example in a naturalway. We begin with the equational speci�cation called BPA. Its signature is the sameas the signature of the term deduction system also called BPA. Its axioms are listed inTable 2.(i). This is a known system; see [BW90] for its use.The equational speci�cation BPAdt is constructed in the same way: take the sig-nature of its term deduction system and its axioms are the ones of the equationalspeci�cation BPA and the ones listed in Table 2.(iv). Also this equational speci�cationis known, see [BB92]. To demonstrate our general theorems we will also need the equa-tional speci�cation DT formed by the same signature as its term deduction system, andaxioms in Table 2.(iv). In fact, BPAdt is the sum of the modules BPA and DT.Now we give an example of an inequational speci�cation. The inequational speci-�cation PA� consists of the signature of the term deduction system PA together withthe axioms in Table 2.(i{iii). In this case, expressions having the form s = t stand forthe two axioms s � t and t � s. From now on, we will assume s = t as an abbrevia-tion for those two inequalities in an inequational speci�cation. Thus, for instance, theexpression A3 stands for the two axioms x+ x � x and x � x + x.Similar to BPAdt we will de�ne two modules that, when combined, form PA�. Wewill use those two inequational speci�cations to show our main results for inequationalsystems. The �rst one called BPA� has the signature of the equational speci�cationBPA, and as axioms those in Table 2.(i{ii) (note that there are eleven axioms). Theinequational speci�cation expressing the parallel side of PA� is called MRG� and hasthe same signature than PA� and the nine axioms in Table 2.(iii).Now that we have given examples of de�nition 3.3 we will briey discuss theiraxioms. Axioms A1{5 and M1{4 are the well known axioms for the PA process alge-bra [BK84, BW90]; PA is a simple language with sequential, alternative and parallelcomposition. Axioms DT1 and DT4 originate from [BB92]; BPAdt is a sequential basiclanguage that incorporates discrete time features. See also [BV95] for a systematictreatment of the above equational speci�cations. We discuss the inequational axioms.SM stands for simulation; to the best of our knowledge this axiom is introduced here.MP stands for \more parallel" and embodies the idea that xjjy has a \more parallelbehaviour" than x � y. Note that for closed terms, MP can be derived with inductionon the size of x from the other axioms in PA�. 2Noteworthy perhaps is that in some treatments of equational theories, the notionof equational speci�cation does not incorporate any de�ned behaviour of the equalitypredicate, but its suggestive name (see, for instance, [Wec92, Hen88, BW90]) or atacitly assumed presence of equational logic. The meaning of the equality predicate isoften expressed in the notion of derivability. Normally this would not give rise to any11



(i)A1 x + y = y + x A4 (x+ y) � z = x � z + y � zA2 x + (y + z) = (x+ y) + z A5 (x � y) � z = x � (y � z)A3 x + x = x(ii)SM x � x + y(iii)M1 xjjy = xjj y + y jj x M3 a � xjj y = a � (xjjy)M2 ajj x = a � x M4 (x+ y)jj z = xjj z + y jj zMP x � y � xjjy(iv)DT1 �d(x) + �d(y) = �d(x + y) DT2 �d(x) � y = �d(x � y)Table 2: Axioms for the running examplesproblems since mostly the application is only equational speci�cations. In this paper,such an approach would be very confusing since there would be no distinction betweenthe de�nition of equational speci�cation and that of inequational speci�cation. To makethis distinction apparent we put the special axioms in the de�nition of (in)equationalspeci�cation instead of in the de�nition of derivability. As a result the next de�nition ofderivability only contains the substitutivity property since that one is not algebraicallyexpressible.De�nition 3.5 Let S = (�;A;P) be an algebraic system. Let s; t 2 O(�). A state-ment p(s; t) can be derived from A, notation A ` p(s; t), if there is an axiom in A suchthat, together with a given substitution, the premises of the axioms can be derived fromA, and the conclusion is p(s; t), that is, let � : V ! O(�), thenfpi(si; ti)ji 2 Ig ) p(s; t) 2 Aand 8i 2 I:A ` pi(�(si); �(ti)) ) =) A ` p(�(s); �(t))We call this property the substitutivity axiom. 2In the next de�nition, we borrow the notion of A-assignments from [Hen88].De�nition 3.6 An algebra is a set A of elements, the carrier , together with certainfunctions over A of arity n � 0. 12



Let � be a signature. A �-algebra A is an algebra with a function fA for each functionsymbol f 2 � with the same arity. Such a correspondence is called an interpretation. AnA-assignment for V is a function � : V ! A. Let h� : O(�)! A be the homomorphismde�ned inductively as follows:� h�(f(t1; : : : ; tn)) = fA(h�(t1); : : : ; h�(tn)); and� h�(x) = �(x).It can be shown that h� is the unique homomorphism from O(�) to A such that h�(x) =�(x) [Hen88].Let S = (�;A;P) be an algebraic system. Let A be a �-algebra with carrier setA. Let R be a set of binary relations on A with one relation pA for each p 2 P. Fors; t 2 O(�) we say that p(s; t) holds in A under R, notation A=R j= p(s; t) if for allA-assignment � for V , we have pA(h�(s); h�(t)).A is a sound axiomatisation with respect to R for A if for all s; t 2 O(�), p 2 PA ` p(s; t) =) A=R j= p(s; t):Moreover, if for all closed terms s; t 2 C(�) and p 2 PA ` p(s; t) () A=R j= p(s; t)then A is called a complete axiomatisation with respect to R for A. 2A model for our examplesNow, we will briey discuss the semantics of our running examples and give the nec-essary de�nitions. We state this in a separate paragraph since some new results areintroduced. We will use them later on to demonstrate our main theorems. First we givethe de�nition of simulation and that of bisimulation [Par81], adapted to the runningexamples.De�nition 3.7 A binary relation S on the set of closed PA terms is a simulation if forall (s; t) 2 S and for all a 2 A, the two following transfer properties hold:- 8s0 : s a�!s0 =) 9t0 : t a�! t0 and (s0; t0) 2 S,- s a�!p =) t a�!p.If there is a simulation S such that (s; t) 2 S, then s is simulated by t, notation s�+t.Now we give the well-known de�nition of bisimulation modi�ed to our case. First,extend the notion of simulation by considering also the relation ��!. A binary relation Son the set of closed BPAdt terms is a (strong) bisimulation if S and S�1 are simulations.If there is a bisimulation S such that (s; t) 2 S, then s and t are bisimilar , notations$ t. 213



The facts that BPA is sound and complete modulo strong bisimulation and thatBPAdt is sound with respect to strong bisimulation equivalence are well-known. Werefer to [BW90, BV95, BB92] for details.Since the inequational speci�cations are new here we will focus more on those.Lemma 3.8 The inequational speci�cations BPA� and PA� are sound axiomatisationswith respect to the �+ model induced by their term deduction systems.The inequational speci�cation BPA� is complete with respect to the �+ model inducedby the BPA term deduction system.Proof. (Sketch) In order to prove that PA� is a sound axiomatisation with respect tothe �+ model induced by the PA term deduction system, it is enough to prove that �+is reexive, transitive, and preserves all functions in PA (i.e. �+ is a precongruence forPA) and moreover, that for every axiom s � t of PA� in Table 2 with free variables inV , the relationS = f(�(s); �(t))j � substitutes closed terms for variables in V g [ Idis a simulation. As a consequence, BPA� is also a sound axiomatisation with respectto �+.Moreover, BPA� is a complete axiomatisation with respect to the �+ model inducedby the BPA term deduction system. The proof follows by induction on the size of thebasic terms [BW90] by considering that if t is a basic term then t a�! t0 (respectivelyt a�!p) if and only if t has the form t00 + (a � t0) (respectively t00 + a) modulo axiomsA1, A2. 2The equational speci�cation PA� is also complete as we will show using our resultslater on.4 Operational and algebraic conservativityIn this section we prove a general operational conservative extension theorem with easyto check conditions. We also study conservativity on algebraic systems and we state thatalgebraic conservative extension can be derived from conservativity on models whichare complete for the original algebraic system. If we moreover have the eliminationproperty for the new operators we also have completeness of the extension. By combin-ing both results, we prove as a corollary a general inequational conservative extensiontheorem. We will use our running examples to elucidate the de�nitions and to demon-strate our results. We recall that since an equational speci�cation is a special case of aninequational speci�cation, all our results also hold for equational speci�cations, whichis indeed a very important subcase.De�nition 4.1 Let �0 and �1 be signatures. If for all f 2 �0 \�1 the arity of f in �0is the same as the arity of f in �1 then �0 � �1, called the sum of �0 and �1, is the14



signature �0 [�1. Note that � is not simply the union of two signatures since the sumcould be unde�ned if the signatures share a function symbol having di�erent arity foreach one of them. 2Example 4.2 We denote by �BPA the signature of BPA and similarly for MRG, DT,etc. It is easy for the reader to check that �BPA � �MRG is de�ned and is equal to thesignature of PA, and that �BPA��DT is also de�ned and equals the signature of BPAdt.2De�nition 4.3 Let T i = (�i; Di) be term deduction systems with predicate and rela-tion symbols T ip and T ir respectively (i = 0; 1). Let �0��1 be de�ned. The sum T 0�T 1,called the sum of T 0 and T 1, is the term deduction system (�0 � �1; D0 [ D1) withpredicate and relation symbols T 0p [ T 1p and T 0r [ T 1r . 2Example 4.4 Consider the term deduction systems de�ned in Example 2.2. It is easyto see that BPA�MRG = PA and BPA� DT = BPAdt. 24.1 Operational conservativityNext, we formally de�ne the notion of an operational conservative extension and thenotion of an operational conservative extension up to some semantical preorder whichis de�ned exclusively in terms of predicate and relation symbols. This is not a seriousrestriction since many preorders are de�ned in this way.The notions operational conservative extension and operational conservative exten-sion up to strong bisimulation equivalence were already de�ned by Groote and Vaan-drager [GV92] (without the adjective `operational') where they used the �rst notionto characterise the completed trace congruence induced by their pure well-foundedtyft/tyxt format. Groote [Gro93] gives the two de�nitions in the case that negativepremises come into play. He used operational conservativity for a similar characterisa-tion result as in [GV92]. In Bol and Groote [BG91] the approach of Groote [Gro93] isplaced in a wider perspective. Aceto, Bloom and Vaandrager [ABV92] use a restrictedform of operational conservative extension for technical reasons; they call it disjointextension. Fokkink and Verhoef [FV95] studied conservative extensions in stable termdeduction systems with bindings and substitutions. Some corollaries of these resultsare given in [D'A95] for term deduction systems with unique stable model and termswithout bindings and substitutions. We will use the notion of operational conservativityto prove inequational conservativity.De�nition 4.5 Let T i = (�i; Di) be term deduction systems. Let T = (�; D) =T 0 � T 1 be de�ned and let D = D(Tp; Tr). The term deduction system T is called anoperational conservative extension of T 0 if it is strati�able and for all s; u 2 C(�0), forall relation symbols R 2 Tr and predicate symbols P 2 Tp, and for all t 2 C(�) wehave TS ` sRt () T 0S0 ` sRt and TS ` Pu () T 0S0 ` Pu15



where S is a strati�cation for T and S0 is a strati�cation for T 0 (take for instance S0to be the restriction of S to positive formulas of T 0). 2De�nition 4.6 Let T i = (�i; Di) be term deduction systems with T = (�; D) =T 0�T 1 de�ned and let D = D(Tr; Tp). Let � be some semantic preorder or equivalencede�ned in terms of relation and predicate symbols only, i.e., de�ned in terms of symbolsinto the set Tr [ Tp. T is an operational conservative extension of T0 up to � if for alls; t 2 C(�0), s2�� t () s20�t, where 20� and 2�� are the preorder or equivalence �interpreted in terms of predicate and relation symbols of T 0 and T , respectively.We will often use � to denote a preorder and � for an equivalence. 2Many preorders and equivalences are de�nable in terms of relation and predicatesymbols only. First we will mention a number of equivalences and then a list of preordersthat are de�ned as such.Examples of equivalences that satisfy our restrictions are trace equivalence, failureequivalence, simulation equivalence, strong bisimulation equivalence (we recall that wede�ned this equivalence in 3.7), weak bisimulation equivalence, branching bisimulationequivalence, the rooted variants of the last two equivalences, etc. We refer to vanGlabbeek's linear time { branching time spectra [Gla90] and [Gla93] for more informa-tion on these equivalences. Equivalences for true concurrency were also de�ned in thatway, for instance, step bisimulation [NT84, BB93] and pomset bisimulation [BC88].Also many important preorders are de�ned in terms of relation and predicate sym-bols. An example of a preorder is simulation that we de�ned in De�nition 3.7. Otherexamples are n-nested simulations [GV92], ready simulation [BIM95], the preorder forthe degree of parallelism based on pomset bisimulation of [Ace91], the \more distributedthan" preorders of [Cas93] and [Yan93], the preorder for unstable nondeterminismof [VB96], and the preorders of bisimulation with divergence of [Abr87] and [Wal90].For all the above equivalences and preorders, the following theorem holds. It statesthat if an extension is operationally conservative, it is also operationally conservativeup to some preorder de�nable in terms of relations and predicates only.Theorem 4.7 Let T i = (�i; Di) be term deduction systems and let T = (�; D) =T 0 � T 1 be de�ned. If T is an operational conservative extension of T 0, then it is alsoan operational conservative extension up to �, for any preorder (thus equivalence) �de�ned in terms of predicate and relation symbols only.Proof. (Sketch) Let s; t 2 C(�0). Since T is an operational conservative extension ofT 0, the state-transition diagrams (or better: the term-relation-predicate diagrams) ofs in both T and T 0 are the same, and so are the term-relation-predicate diagrams oft. Let � be a preorder de�ned in terms of relation and predicate symbols. Because��� is de�ned in the same way for relation and predicate symbols in T 0 as �0� , andthe term-relation-predicate diagrams of s and t are the same in both term deductionsystems, s �0� t implies s ��� t. The counterpositive is proved analogously. 216



After publishing [Ver95], Verhoef found out that in his conservativity theorem thentyft/ntyxt format condition was not necessary. Groote was pleasantly surprised bythis fact. Shortly thereafter, Verhoef was even more surprised since in [BG91] theconservativity theorem already lacked the ntyft/ntyxt format proviso. Groote clari�edthis mystery by stating that his co-author, Roland Bol, apparently must have seen thatthe condition was not necessary and had dropped it tacitly. What they did discussin depth [BG91] is their way of giving meaning to negative premises, which is moregeneral than strati�ability. We recall that this paper is focussed towards practicalapplications. Since the strati�cation condition is, in our opinion, more practical thantheir criterion we chose for strati�ability. However, we claim that our theorem can alsobe proved for that more general notion. In fact, in [D'A95] and [FV95] conservativitytheorems have been proved with even more general conditions than the one presentedin [BG91]. Anyway, the implications of the fact that the ntyft/ntyxt format conditioncan be dropped are immense. The cross-over between term deduction systems andconditional term rewriting is not longer theoretical [GV92], as can be seen in this paperand in, for instance, [FV95].After we put the next theorem in context, we discuss the theorem itself. It givessu�cient conditions such that T 0 � T 1 is an operational conservative extension of T 0.The theorem is on the one hand a generalisation of a similar result in [BG91], since weallow new rules to contain original function symbols in the left-hand side of a conclusionsuch as, for instance, rules in Table 1.(iii) of our running example. Moreover, Bol andGroote require for the new rules that the left-hand side of a conclusion may not be asingle variable, whereas we do not have such a restriction. On the other hand, we usestrati�cations which is less general than the criterion stated in [BG91].Theorem 4.8 Let T 0 = (�0; D0) be a pure well-founded term deduction system. LetT 1 = (�1; D1) be a term deduction system. If there is a conclusion sRt or Ps of arule d1 2 D1 with s 2 O(�0), we additionally require that1. d1 is pure and well-founded,2. t 2 O(�0) for premises tRt0 of d1, and3. there is a positive premise containing only �0 terms and a new relation or predicatesymbol.If T = T 0�T 1 is de�ned and strati�able then T is an operational conservative extensionof T 0.Proof. Let T = (�; D) and D = D(Tp; Tr). Let S : PF(T ) ! � be a strati�cationfor T and let S0 : PF(T 0) ! � be the restriction of S to PF(T 0) (note that S0 is astrati�cation).Let u; w 2 C(�0), R 2 Tr, P 2 Tp, and v 2 C(�). We have to show that thefollowing two bi-implications holdTS ` uRv () T 0S0 ` uRv;TS ` Pw () T 0S0 ` Pw: 17



By de�nition 2.9 it su�ces to prove the two bi-implications below for all i < �.Ti ` uRv () T 0i ` uRv; (1)Ti ` Pw () T 0i ` Pw: (2)We will do this by trans�nite induction on i. So let both statements be true for all i0 < i,then we prove them for i.We begin to prove both implications from left to right. By de�nition 2.9 it su�cesto show for all j < d(T ) thatTi;j ` uRv =) T 0i ` uRv; (3)Ti;j ` Pw =) T 0i ` Pw: (4)We will do this by trans�nite induction on j. So let 3 and 4 be true for all j 0 < j. Weprove them for j. By de�nition 2.9 there is a rule d 2 DfPksk : k 2 Kg [ ftlRlt0l : l 2 Lg [ f:Pmum : m 2Mg [ fvn:Rn : n 2 NgCwith C = sRt and a closed substitution � with �(s) = u and �(t) = v. We �rstshow that d 2 D0. Suppose that this is not the case. Since u 2 C(�0) we must havethat s 2 O(�0); so the additional requirements clearly hold for d. Let var(s) = Xand Y = Sl2L var(t0l). Since d is pure we have that var(d) = X [ Y . We knowthat �(x) 2 C(�0) for all x 2 X. We show that for all y 2 Y we have �(y) 2 C(�0).Suppose that there is a y0 2 Y with �(y0) 2 C(�) nC(�0) then �(t0l0) 2 C(�) nC(�0).This contradicts the well-foundedness of the rule d, for Ui [ Ui;j ` �(tl0)Rl0�(t0l0) soby the induction hypotheses on i or j we �nd that �(tl0) 2 C(�) n C(�0). Since tl0is a �0 term, this must be the result of a substitution. This can only be due to avariable y1 2 Y . By induction on the subsubscript we �nd an in�nite backward chainof edges y0  y1  : : : in the variable dependency graph of d. So �(y) 2 C(�0) forall y 2 Y . Let h be a positive premise containing only �0 terms and a new relation orpredicate symbol. By de�nition 2.9 we have Ui[Ui;j ` �(h) so by induction on i or j we�nd that U0i [U0i;j ` �(h), which is a contradiction since the �(h) is not even a formulain T 0. So the assumption that d 2 D1 cannot hold and we must have that d 2 D0. Thismeans that d is pure and well-founded. Just as above we can show that �(x) 2 C(�0) forall x 2 X [ Y so we have that all the instantiated premises of d only contain �0 terms.So we �nd by induction on i and/or j that for all positive premises h of rule d wehave U0i [ U0i;j ` �(h). Suppose that U0i 6` �(vn:Rn). Then there is a v0n 2 C(�0) suchthat U0i ` �(vnRnv0n) so by induction on i we �nd that also Ui ` �(vnRnv0n), which is acontradiction. In this way we �nd that U0i ` �(h) for all negative premises h of rule d.By de�nition 2.9 we have T 0i;j ` uRv so T 0i ` uRv.The case C = Ps is treated in the same way. This ends our induction step on j,which proves 3 and 4. So we �nd that equations 1 and 2 hold from left to right for i.Now we show that they hold from right to left for i. By de�nition 2.9 it su�ces toshow for all j < d(T 0) thatT 0i;j ` uRv =) Ti ` uRv;T 0i;j ` Pw =) Ti ` Pw: 18



This can be proved by induction on j in the same way as we proved both implicationsfrom left to right, but simpler since we can apply induction immediately. This concludesthe proof. 2Example 4.9 We are in a position to apply the main results discussed in this sectionto our running examples.It is not hard to see that the term deduction systems of BPA and MRG satisfy theconditions of Theorem 4.8. Thus, PA is an operational conservative extension of BPA.Moreover, because of theorem 4.7, PA is an operational conservative extension up tosimulation.Also the term deduction systems of BPA and DT satisfy the conditions of Theo-rem 4.8; so, BPAdt is an operational conservative extension of BPA, and again withtheorem 4.7 we �nd that BPAdt is an operational conservative extension up to strongbisimulation of BPA. 24.2 Algebraic conservativityIn this subsection we state and prove the main conservativity result for algebraic sys-tems. In particular, we prove that conservativity in inequational and equational spec-i�cations with transition system based models is a consequence of operational conser-vativity. We will use our running examples to show how our results work. For moreelaborate application of these results we refer to Section 6.De�nition 4.10 Let Si = (�i;Ai;Pi) be algebraic systems (i = 0; 1). Let �0 � �1 bede�ned. Then the sum S0 � S1 of S0 and S1 is the algebraic system (�0 � �1;A0 [A1;P0 [ P1). 2Example 4.11 Consider the equational and inequational speci�cations of Example 3.4.Notice that BPA� �MRG� equals PA� and BPA� DT equals BPAdt. 2Next, we de�ne the notion of an algebraic conservative extension. An algebraicsystem is a conservative extension of another one if exactly the same theorems regardingonly original terms can be derived from both of them.De�nition 4.12 Let Si = (�i;Ai;Pi) be algebraic systems (i = 0; 1) and let S =(�;A;P) = S0 � S1 be de�ned. S is an (algebraic) conservative extension of S0 if forall s; t 2 C(�0) and p 2 P0A ` p(s; t) () A0 ` p(s; t): 2In this way, an inequational conservative extension is a conservative extension wherethe involved algebraic systems are inequational speci�cations, and in particular, anequational conservative extension is a conservative extension where the algebraic sys-tems are equational speci�cations. Notice that in these cases P0 = P1.19



De�nition 4.13 Let �0 and �1 be two signatures such that �0 � �1 is de�ned. LetA0 be a �0-algebra with carrier set A0. Let A be a (�0��1)-algebra with carrier set Asuch that A0 � A. A is a model conservative extension of A0 if for every f 2 �0 witharity n, for all d1; : : : ; dn 2 A0, fA(d1; : : : ; dn) = fA0(d1; : : : ; dn) where fA0 and fA arethe interpretations of f in A0 and A respectively.Moreover, let R0 and R be sets of binary relations on A0 and A respectively andlet g : R0 !R. A=R is a model conservative extension of A0=R0 according to g if A isa model conservative extension of A0 and for all r0 2 R0, r0 = g(r0) \ (A0 � A0). 2Now, we are in a position to state and prove the main result of this paper. It is thealgebraic conservative extension theorem.Theorem 4.14 Let Si = (�i;Ai;Pi) be algebraic systems, i = 0; 1. Let S = (�;A;P)= S0�S1 be de�ned. Let A0 be a complete axiomatisation of A0 with respect to R0. LetA be a sound axiomatisation of A with respect to R. If A=R is a model conservativeextension of A0=R0 according to g such that for all p 2 P0, g(pA0) = pA, then S is analgebraic conservative extension of S0.Proof. The proof that for all s; t 2 C(�0), A0 ` p(s; t) =) A ` p(s; t) is trivial.Now, let s; t 2 C(�0) and suppose A ` p(s; t). Since A is sound for A respect to RA=R j= p(s; t). Because A=R is a model conservative extension of A0=R0 according tog with g(pA0) = pA, A0=R0 j= p(s; t). Finally, A0 ` p(s; t) since A0 is complete for A0with respect to R0. So A is an algebraic conservative extension of A0. 2Notice that the requirements on g become trivial in inequational speci�cations sincethere is only one predicate to consider (namely, �). Thus, as a corollary we have thefollowing theorem with many useful applications (see Section 6).Theorem 4.15 Let Si = (�i;Ai; f�g) be inequational speci�cations, i = 0; 1. LetS = (�;A; f�g) = S0�S1 be de�ned. Let Ti = (�i; Di) be term deduction systems andlet T = (�; D) = T0 � T1 be de�ned. Let � be a preorder de�nable exclusively in termsof predicate and relation symbols. Let A0 be a complete axiomatisation with respect tothe model induced by � in T0 and let A be a sound axiomatisation with respect to themodel induced by � in T . If T is an operational conservative extension up to � of T0,then S is an inequational conservative extension of S0.We can deduce a general completeness theorem from Theorem 4.14. Therefore,we need the notion of elimination which roughly states that operators in an extendedalgebraic system can be expressed in the original system.De�nition 4.16 Let S = (�;A;P) be an algebraic conservative extension of S0 =(�0;A0;P0). p 2 P is an elimination predicate if for all s 2 C(�)nC(�0) there is at 2 C(�0) such that A ` p(s; t) and A ` p(t; s), i.e., for every new term there is a\p-symmetric" old term.S has the elimination property if all predicates in P0 are elimination predicates. 220



Notice that this de�nition of elimination subsumes the de�nition of elimination onequational speci�cations (see for instance [BV95]) and the de�nition of elimination oninequational speci�cations [D'A95].Theorem 4.17 Under the same hypotheses of Theorem 4.14, if in addition P = P0, allpredicates in P are transitive, and S has the elimination property, then A is a completeaxiomatisation of A with respect to R.Proof. Let s; t 2 C(�0) such that A=R j= p(s; t). Since A=R is a model conservativeextension of A0=R0 according to g with g(pA0) = pA, then A0=R0 j= p(s; t). So A0 `p(s; t) because A0 is complete, which trivially implies A ` p(s; t).Suppose s; t 2 C(�)nC(�0) such that A=R j= p(s; t). Because S has the eliminationproperty, there are s0; t0 2 C(�0) such that A ` p(s; s0), A ` p(s0; s), A ` p(t; t0), andA ` p(t0; t). Since A is sound, A=R j= p(s; s0), A=R j= p(s0; s), A=R j= p(t; t0),and A=R j= p(t0; t). Because p is transitive and A is sound, pA is transitive, thenA=R j= p(s0; t0). Now, since A=R is a model conservative extension of A0=R0 accordingto g with g(pA0) = pA, then A0=R0 j= p(s0; t0). Because A0 is complete, A0 ` p(s0; t0).Since S is an algebraic conservative extension of S0, A ` p(s0; t0). Finally, because p istransitive A ` p(s; t).The proof of the cases of s and t belonging separately to C(�0) and C(�)nC(�0)follows the same lines of the previous case omitting the considerations of eliminationwhen s or t belongs to C(�0). 2Assume that S is an inequational speci�cation, we have that P = P0 = f�g andmoreover � is transitive. Thus, as an immediate corollary of the previous theorem wehave the following important subcase. See Section 6 for many applications.Theorem 4.18 Under the same hypotheses of Theorem 4.15, if in addition S has theelimination property, A is a complete axiomatisation with respect to the model inducedby the preorder � in T .Recall that an equational speci�cation is an inequational speci�cation with an ad-ditional conditional axiom (see De�nition 3.3). We obtain as a trivial corollary that ifS, S0 and S1 are equational speci�cations and � is an equivalence, under the same con-ditions of Theorem 4.15, S is an equational conservative extension of S0. If moreover Shas the elimination property, A is a complete axiomatisation with respect to the modelinduced by � in T .Example 4.19 We demonstrate our results with the running example (see Section 6for more information).Lemma 3.8 states that BPA� is complete with respect to �+ and PA� is sound withrespect to �+. Since, in addition, PA is an operational conservative extension up to �+of BPA, PA� is an inequational conservative extension of BPA�. Moreover, becausePA� has the elimination property (see [BW90]), it is a complete axiomatisation withrespect to �+ of PA. 21



Analogously, since BPA is a complete axiomatisation with respect to $ and BPAdtis sound with respect to $ , and moreover, the term deduction system of BPAdt is anoperational conservative extension of the term deduction system of BPA up to $ wemay conclude that BPAdt is an equational conservative extension of BPA. 25 Ground and conuence modulo equationsIn this section we will use our main results to prove a theorem in term rewriting analysis.Therefore, we restrict ourselves to equational speci�cations in this section. We will provea general reduction theorem stating that in many cases checking the Church-Rosserproperty for closed terms modulo some equations for a large system reduces to verifyingthis property for a small basic system. Of course, provided that the large system is anequational conservative extension of the small system. From a term rewriting point ofview this condition is not realistic since usually the Church-Rosser property for closedterms is necessary to obtain conservativity.In the previous section, we showed that, under certain conditions, it is possibleto prove conservativity without a term rewriting analysis. Thus, we could argue thatconservativity and ground conuence are equally powerful properties, so to speak.De�nition 5.1 A term rewriting system is a pair (�; R) with � a signature and R aset of rewrite rules. Rewrite rules are pairs of terms (over �) that we denote s ! t.We suppose that s is not a variable and that var(t) � var(s). The one step rewriterelation !1R is the smallest relation on terms containing R that is closed under substi-tutions and contexts. The rewrite relation !R is the transitive-reexive closure of theone step rewrite relation !1R. Often, we refer to a term rewriting system (�; R) by itsset of (rewrite) rules R. 2De�nition 5.2 Let R be a set of rewrite rules and E be a set of equations. Let =Ebe the smallest congruence generated by the equations in E. The one step rewritingrelation !1R=E is de�ned as =E � !1R � =E. The rewriting relation !R=E is thetransitive-reexive closure of the one step rewrite relation !1R=E. (Recall that for tworelations R and S we have R � S = f(r; s) j 9t : (r; t) 2 R; (t; s) 2 Sg.) 2De�nition 5.3 Let R be a set of rules and let E be a set of equations. Let ! be therewriting relation !R=E. Let s be a term. If for all s0; s1 such that s! s0 and s! s1there is a term s0 such that s0 ! s0 and s1 ! s0 we say that the rewriting relation!R=Eis Church-Rosser or conuent. We call !R=E ground Church-Rosser if it is Church-Rosser for closed terms. Sometimes, we will write CR instead of Church-Rosser. Wealso say that !R is Church-Rosser (or conuent) modulo E; we write CR=E. In theliterature we also see E-Church-Rosser and E-conuence if !R=E is conuent in theabove sense; see, for instance, Jouannaud and Mu~noz [JM84]. 2De�nition 5.4 Let R be a set of rules and let E be a set of equations. Let = be theleast congruence generated by the equations in E and the rules in R in both ways. We22



say that the rewriting relation!R=E is ground CR= if for all ground terms s and t suchthat s = t there are terms s0 and t0 such that s!R=E s0, t!R=E t0, and s0 =E t0. 2Remark 5.5 It is not hard to see that !R is ground CR=E if and only if it isground CR==E. 2De�nition 5.6 A term rewriting system R is (strongly) terminating if there exists noin�nite sequence s0 !1R s1 !1R s2 : : : . We call a term s a normal form if we do nothave s!1R s0 for any s0. 2Theorem 5.7 Let Si = (�i;Ai; f=g) be equational speci�cations. Let S = (�;A; f=g)= S0 � S1 be de�ned. Suppose that S is an equational conservative extension of S0.Turn a set R=0 � A0 into a set of rewrite rules R0 and let E = A0 n R=0 be a set ofequations (or axioms). Turn the set R= = (A n E) [ R=0 into a set of rewrite rules R.Suppose that !R is terminating and that normal forms are �0 terms (so S has theelimination property). If !R0=E is ground Church-Rosser then !R=E is also groundChurch-Rosser.Proof. Let s and t be ground � terms and suppose that A ` s = t. By assumption,there are ground �0 terms s0 and t0 with s !R s0 and t !R t0. So A ` s0 = t0.Since S is a conservative extension of S0 we now have that A0 ` s0 = t0. Since !R0=Eis ground CR there are s0 and t0 such that s0 !R0=E s0, t0 !R0=E t0, and E ` s0 = t0.Since R0 � R we also have s0 !R=E s0. Since s!R s0 we also have s!R=E s0 (simplyput s =E s; : : : ; s0 =E s0 between the one step rewritings). So we �nd that s!R=E s0.In the same way we �nd that t!R=E t0, and we have E ` s0 = t0. This implies usingremark 5.5 that !R=E is ground CR. 2In section 6 we will apply the just derived results.6 ApplicationsIn this section we will give the reader an idea of the applicability of our conservativityresults, the completeness corollary and the ground Church-Rosser reduction theorem.Noteworthy perhaps, is that we could not �nd any conservativity result in the literaturefor which our method does not work, as well.Within the ACP community there is a long tradition with conservativity results,completeness results and conuence results. Also in ATP there are many conservativityand completeness results. We will simultaneously treat numerous examples from ACP,ATP, and CCS. We will treat some typical cases more elaborately. We note that theexamples in Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 contain both known results and new results.
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6.1 Applications in equational speci�cationsIn the introduction we mentioned the problems concerning the conuence of ACP thatBergstra and Klop [BK84] used to prove conservativity. We claimed that with ourtheorems it is very easy to see that the conservativity result holds. Therefore, weelaborately treat the �-labelled arrow from ACP to BPA� in Figure 1. We show thatall our general results apply to this arrow.Van Glabbeek [Gla87] gives an operational semantics for Bergstra and Klop's ACP[BK84] and for their sequential subsystem BPA� [BK84]. With our operational result 4.8it is easily seen that the large semantics is an operational conservative extension of thesmall one. Baeten and Weijland [BW90], for instance, show that BPA� is sound andcomplete with respect to the small semantics and that ACP is sound with respect tothe large one. They use a variant of strong bisimulation with successful terminationpredicates, which is de�nable in terms of transition relations and predicates only. So,our equational result 4.15 immediately implies that ACP is an equational conservativeextension of BPA�. Since ACP has the elimination property we also �nd the complete-ness of ACP with Theorem 4.18. Moreover, with our reduction Theorem 5.7 we havethat the question whether or not ACP is ground Church-Rosser modulo associativityand commutativity of the choice (CR/AC) reduces to this question for BPA�. The as-sociated term rewriting system of BPA� consists of �ve rewrite rules and two equations,which is a considerable reduction since the term rewriting system for ACP has manymore rules.
ACP BPA PAPAyBPAyACPx BPA�x

BPA�� PA�
PA�xFigure 1: Applications in ACPNow, we discuss Figure 1. An arrow A - B indicates that system A is both anoperational and an equational conservative extension of system B and that this can beshown using our conservativity results. The x and y stand for variables; we use themto treat many examples at the same time.Let x = y. And let x be one of PR, RN, �, �, �, or a combination of them. Theabbreviations stand for projections, renamings, simple state operators, extended stateoperators, and the priority operator respectively. A concise reference to these notions,their operational rules, their axiomatisations, and their associated term rewriting sys-tems is the text book of Baeten and Weijland [BW90] or the survey [BV95]. The24



variant of bisimulation that is used in these applications is de�nable in terms of transi-tion relations and predicates exclusively. So, for all these cases we have that all arrowsof Figure 1: operational and equational conservativity. Moreover, all these extensionshave the elimination property for either the complete BPA or the complete BPA� (ifthe extension contains already a �); for full proofs see, for instance, [BW90] or [BV95].So we �nd for all these extensions the completeness with Theorem 4.18. Moreover,the ground conuence modulo AC for these systems reduces to the ground conuencemodulo AC for either BPA or BPA�.Now, let x = y and let x be one of rec, dt, or a combination of those (note that wecan also combine rec with the already treated notions). The abbreviations stand forrecursion and discrete time [BB92], respectively. Also for these systems we have that allarrows hold. Note that BPAdt - BPA was one of the running examples. We do nothave the elimination property for subscripted systems to systems without a subscript(for instance �d(a) cannot be written as a BPA term). For the other arrows we havethe elimination property [BB92], so from the completeness of BPAy we conclude thecompleteness for all the extensions. The ground conuence of these systems has not yetbeen studied but with our reduction theorem it is only necessary to study the groundconuence for the BPAy systems.Now, let x = y and let x be Milner's silent action � . We already mentioned in theintroduction that systems containing the three � laws of Milner have in general badrewriting properties. The conservativity of ACP� over ACP was proved semanticallyby Bergstra and Klop [BK85] since the second and third � law have no clear termrewriting direction. Next, we will show that our approach also works in cases wherethe established method breaks down. In fact, we immediately �nd this result. Theoperational semantics of ACP� is just the one of ACP but now a ranges also over �itself. It is easy to see that the conditions of Theorem 4.8 are satis�ed, so ACP� isan operational conservative extension of ACP. Now with Theorem 4.7 we �nd thatACP� is an operational conservative extension up to rooted � bisimulation equivalenceof ACP. Since ACP is sound and complete and since ACP� is sound with respect tothis equivalence, we �nd with Theorem 4.15 that ACP� is an equational conservativeextension of ACP. All the other arrows in Figure 1 go likewise. Since all the extensionshave the elimination property for BPA�;� , we �nd their completeness with the aid of thecompleteness of BPA�;� . The systems have bad term rewriting properties so the groundconuence results does not apply.We mentioned in the introduction the rather complicated term rewriting analysisof Akkerman and Baeten [AB90] of a fragment of ACP with the branching � . Wewill show in a moment that our results can be easily applied to this case. With theaid of Theorem 4.7 we �nd that ACP� is an operational conservative extension up tobranching bisimulation equivalence [GW89] of ACP. Also in this case we �nd in thesame way as above that ACP with the branching � axioms [GW89], denoted ACP� , isan equational conservative extension of ACP. The same holds for all the other arrowsin Figure 1. Since all the extensions have the elimination property for BPA� we �nd thecompleteness for them with the completeness of BPA� . The branching � axioms have25



better term rewriting properties [AB90] than the � laws of Milner (that we discussedabove). So our ground conuence result may be useful, as well.Let x = y be the empty process " of Koymans and Vrancken [KV85]; see alsoVrancken [Vra91]. We can show operational and equational conservativity for all arrowsfrom a system with an " to a subsystem also featuring this " by using the operationalsemantics that can be found in Baeten and Weijland's text book [BW90]. In [BW90]we also �nd that these systems have the elimination property, so also our completenessand the ground conuence results apply. For the remaining arrows we have to followa di�erent approach. The operational semantics in [BW90] features the rule a a�! "so we can never have that this semantics is an operational conservative extension ofa semantics without " (but containing a). For, there is no " in the subsystem. Thesolution to this problem is to take another operational semantics that is easily obtainedby \upgrading" the complete graph model of Koymans and Vrancken [KV85]. In fact,this operational semantics is that of the subsystem where we include " as a normalatomic action. So we have, for instance, " "�!p. The special behaviour of the emptyprocess is expressed with the aid of so-called " bisimulation equivalence of Koymansand Vrancken [KV85]. Also this de�nition needs a straightforward upgrade from graphsto transitions (and is de�nable in terms of transition relations and predicates only).In this way we �nd the operational and equational conservativity. Since we cannoteliminate the empty process, we cannot apply our completeness theorem and the groundconuence result for these particular systems.Let x be � standing for absolute real time [BB91]. Then the x-arrow in the �gureholds. To obtain this result we take the operational semantics of Klusener [Klu91].Also here we have the elimination property, so our completeness and ground conuenceresults apply, too.
ASTP ASTPuATPuATP ATPvASTPvASP Figure 2: Applications in ATPNow we treat results on ATP which are depicted in Figure 2. The acronym ASPstands for the algebra of sequential processes. This system stems from Milner [Mil84].Nicollin and Sifakis [NS91] studied a timed process algebra called ATP with variousextensions and restrictions of which the most restricted timed one is ASTP, the algebraof sequential timed processes. Milner's [Mil84] algebra of sequential processes ASP|theuntimed version of ASTP|is the most restricted system. The interesting thing here isthat they prove some conservativity results with the same strategy as ours: they showthat the extensions are operationally conservative up to bisimulation by looking at thetransition rules and then conclude the equational conservativity. Our �gure intendsto show that every possible extension that can be obtained with the so-called delay26



operators of Nicollin and Sifakis [NS91] is conservative. There are four delay operatorspresent in [NS91]: start delay, unbounded start delay, execution delay, and terminationdelay. The termination delay (td) is an enhancement of the execution delay (ed) so ifwe have the termination delay we also have execution delay. For u we can take anycombination of delay operators. If u does not contain all delay operators yet we can takefor v the operators of u and a new one, or if the execution delay operator is in u we cantake the termination delay operator in v and we do not necessarily need an extra delayoperator for a non-trivial extension. Cases like ASP - ASTP and ASTPtd -ASTPed are, in our opinion, the most interesting since in these cases not only a newoperator (unit delay and a special constant respectively) is introduced but also anoriginal operator gets a new rule. Since the elimination property holds [NS91] forASTP our completeness corollary applies for all the arrows but the two to ASP. Theground conuence of ATP is not yet studied but its study reduces to that of ASTPwith our reduction theorem.6.2 Applications in inequational speci�cationsBPA��aa� ? ACP�aa�ACPaa�BPA�aa�Figure 3: Applications in ACPaa�Voorhoeve and Basten introduced in [VB96] a preorder for unstable nondetermin-ism. They deal with a set of autonomous actions which can be regarded as observableactions that somehow behave as the silent step. Several algebras were de�ned there.BPA�aa� is the basic process algebra with deadlock and autonomous actions. Theyuse our results to extend BPA�aa� with the parallel operator, obtaining thus ACPaa�.Moreover, since ACPaa� has the elimination property, completeness is proved using ourresults. In addition, they added the binary Kleene star [BBP94] to both theories. SinceBPA��aa� and ACP�aa� are sound, and the respective term deduction systems satisfythe conditions of Theorem 4.8, operational and inequational conservative extension canbe also shown using our results. Figure 3 shows this overview. Perhaps, the readerexpected the arrow ACP�aa� - BPA��aa�. In this case only operational conservativeextension can be proved using results in this articles (and so operational conservativeextension up to the preorder). Since BPA��aa� is not complete (see [Sew94, VB96]),Theorem 4.15 cannot be used.The next application is based on Walker [Wal90]. He introduced in [Wal90] a com-plete (but non �nite) axiomatisation for a preorder that extends � bisimulation withdivergence. Also here, we can use our results to prove conservativity and completeness.27



ST? CCS?CCSSTnew new newFigure 4: Applications in CCSBelow we will explain Figure 4. Let ST be the algebra of synchronisation trees withMilner's � laws [Mil89]. The signature of ST has pre�xing operators, the alternativecomposition and the nil process. Let CCS be the well-known calculus of Milner [Mil89]that extends ST with renaming, restriction and parallel composition, and the expansionlaws. Let ST? and CCS? the respective extensions of ST and CCS with the divergenceoperator as given in [Wal90]. We note that for all CCS terms Walker's preorder agreeswith rooted � bisimulation [Wal90]. In addition, since ST is complete for the preorder,and the new operators can be eliminated, we can use our results to show that CCSis complete. Analogously, CCS? is complete since ST? is complete and CCS? hasthe elimination property. Nevertheless, nor ST? neither CCS? have the eliminationproperty with respect to ST or CCS. Moreover, it deserves to notice that the new-labelled arrows in Figure 4 are new results here.7 Concluding remarksIn this paper we presented general conservativity results for transition system basedprocess theories with reasonable and easy-to-check conditions. As a simple corollaryof the conservativity results we proved a completeness theorem. We proved a generaltheorem giving su�cient conditions to reduce the question of ground conuence modulosome equations for a large term rewriting system associated with a process theory to asmall term rewriting system under the condition that the large system is a conservativeextension of the small one. With numerous examples that we took from the literatureabout CCS, ACP, and ATP we showed that our theorems are useful. The applicationsinclude various real and discrete time settings in ACP, ATP, and CCS and the notionsprojection, renaming, state operator, priority, recursion, the silent step (both the weakand branching variants), autonomous actions, the empty process, divergence, etc.Remarkably, we could not �nd any conservativity results in the literature for whichour method cannot be applied. We want to stress that the established method forproving conservativity in these theories usually makes use of a rather complicated termrewriting analysis, whereas our method is very easily applicable. This is a great advan-tage of our approach in our opinion.Acknowledgements. This paper came into being by merging two earlier papers. Oneby Verhoef [Ver94] and one by D'Argenio [D'A95]. Wan Fokkink suggested us to merge28
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